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So What Did We Learn From Our Trip

Back to Our Middle School Years?

• Tides are caused by the gravitational 

tug-of-war between the sun, moon and the earth.

One additional thing!

• The moon orbits the earth in the same direction as the 

earth rotates on its axis, so it takes slightly more than

a day (about 24 hours and 50 minutes) for the moon to

return to the same location in the sky.

• That’s why the tides times change each day.



• How does all of that water affect 
kayakers?

• The ocean covers 71 percent of the 

Earth's surface



Tides vs. Currents

Tides
• are the vertical 

movement of 
water

Currents 

• are the horizontal 

movement of 

water



Tides

Approximately 6 hours between high and 
low tides

• In the Pacific Northwest we have 2 highs 
of different heights and 2 lows of different 
heights per day.

• Tomorrow’s tides are approximately 50 
minutes later than today.



How Do Tides Affect 
Kayakers? 

• Launching and landing  

• Camp site location/lunch spot, will it 
remain dry?

• Rocks are covered/uncovered

• Shallow water passage & 
beaches



So what about those 
campsites…

Have you ever gotten wet?



What Aspects Of Tides Do 
Kayakers Care About?

• Time

• Height

• Location



Current 
Definitions

• Flood: current created 
by the water coming in.

• Ebb: current created by 
the water going out.

• Slack: the period when 
the current slows and 
turns in the other 
direction.  



How Does Current Affect  
Kayakers?

• Easier to paddle with 
the current

• Navigating

• Time from point A to B

• The greater the tidal 

exchange the faster the 

water will flow.

• Tacoma Narrows 



The Rule of Twelfth 
For paddlers, tides are very important.

• What may be a serene harbor or cove at one 

hour of the day, may later become a very 

different place, because tides don't simply 

move in and out at a steady rate.

• The difference in water depth between           

high and low tide is unevenly distributed 

across every six-hour change. 

• The 3rd and 4th hours after a tide are the 

most hazardous times to paddle tidal currents. 

Within these two hours, half of the tidal range 

flows in or out! 
• Harbor mouths, narrow tidal straits, and 

tidal rivers flow at their quickest during 

those times. http://www.outdoorsbycracky.com/2013/09/safe-paddling-and-rule-of-twelfths.html



What Aspects of Current Do 
We Care About?

• Time (Slack/Max)

• Speed

• Direction (Ebb/Flood Directions)

• Location (Are corrections required?)



Where Can We Find Tide 
and Current Information?

• Online (e.g. NOAA, WWW Tide and 

Current Predictor )

• Captain Jack’s Current 
Almanac

• Tide and Current Tables
• Paper
• Online

• GPS



Pacific NW - Tides & Currents



Understanding 
Currents

Tidal Current Predictions

- Symbol = Subtract Minutes

+ Symbol = Add Minutes

X “#” = Multiply “#” Times 

Predicted Velocity 



The Real Deal!

Green on the 

chart is the color 

for the intertidal 

zone, meaning 

that at high tide 

the green area is 

covered with 

water and at low 

tide the area is 

dry.

What’s the best time

to land or launch?

How much time 

is there for 

lunch or to go 

for a hike?



Takeaways

• There are two highs and two

lows of different heights each

day.

• Time of high & low tide

doesn’t usually coincide with

max current.

• Current & Tide information

are estimations, expect 

something different!



IN CLOSING:

A few words from the Zen Master…

• Tides and Currents can work for or against you!

• By studying them ahead of time, 

you can often have them work for you

• Learn to be in harmony with the forces of the Earth

• Look for the free rides, they’ll save you energy

• …so at the end of day, you will have enough energy left to set up camp

and enjoy your favorite beverage


